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Migration Plans
✘ Point A - What do we have?
○ Assessment
✘ Point B - What do we need?
✘ How do we get from Point A to Point B?
Point A Point B
Fedora 3
Over 20 years of digital objects at IU
Victorian 
Women 
Writers 
Project
1995
Ritchie, Anne Thackeray. (1867). The Village on the Cliff. London: Smith, 
Elder & Co. Victorian Women Writers Project.
The Hoagy 
Carmichael 
Collection
1998
Hoagy Carmichael at the piano in still from the film Young Man with a 
Horn. [Hoagy Carmichael Room; negative 13/67]  ca. 1950 - 
http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/hoagy/thumbnail/ATM-MC2-3-6-43 
Charles W. 
Cushman 
Photograph 
Collection
2000
Cushman, Charles W. (1940-06-23). Oriental Poppies Golden Gate International Exposition.. 
http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/archives/cushman/P01880 
INHarmony: 
Sheet Music 
from 
Indiana
2004
Van Alstyne, Egbert and Jones, Earl C. You're the sweetest 
rose that grows in old Killarney. New York: Jerome H. Remick, 
1913. Lilly Library. 
http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/lilly/starr/LL-SSM-2-138-0369 
Frank M. 
Hohenberger 
Collection
2005
Hohenberger, Frank M. (1913-05). Autos at Speedway.
http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/lilly/hohenberger/Hoh001.000.0603 
Brevier 
Legislative 
Reports
2008
Brevier Legislative Reports. Vol. 2. Indianapolis, Ind.: Ariel & W. H. Drapier, 1859. Brevier Legislative 
Reports Digitization Project. Indiana University Maurer School of Law Library and Indiana University 
Digital Library Program, Web. 2017-09-27. http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/law/brevier/VAA8558-02 
Yearbook of 
the State 
of Indiana
2008
Indiana. Year Book of the State of Indiana for 1917. Indianapolis: Wm. 
B. Burford, 1918. http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/general/VAA3220 
Matthews, B.F., 1948, Correspondence, 1873-1937, Charlotte Lowe Bryan papers, Collection 
C46, Office of University Archives and Records Management, Indiana University, 
Bloomington. http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/findingaids/archives/InU-Ar-VAA2616 
Documents 
for 
Archives 
Online -
Ongoing
Angel Excavation. 1940. Glenn A. Black Laboratory of Archaeology Photographs. 
http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/gbl/VAD5943/VAD5943-002508 
Image 
Collections 
Online 
- 
Ongoing
Fedora Digital Repository
Since 2003
Metadata in XML file format
Assessing Collections
What do we have?
SPARQL Query Collection Assessment
Keith Peden, ILS student, 
Summer 2017
Followed unique collection 
models through to find 
number of items in each 
collection, metadata types 
available, & any collection 
identifying information.
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SPARQL Query Collection Assessment
Bird’s Eye View
Distinct collection types 
and XML files associated 
with those collection types 
as they are modeled in 
Fedora 3
Results (sample size = ~3 objects)
Distinct 
Collection 
Types
With descriptive 
metadata XML
With 
structural 
metadata 
XML
With technical 
metadata XML
35 10 (all samples)3 (some samples) 11
4 (all samples)
1 (some samples)
XML Details
✘ Descriptive - MODS, DC, TEI, EAD, custom
✘ Structural - all METS, all day
✘ Technical - MIX (still images)
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XML File (MODS)
XML File (MIX)
XML File (METS)
METS Details
✘ Type 1 - multiple items, each with multiple pages
✘ Type 2 - multiple pages for single item
✘ Type 3 - single item (image)
✘ Type 4 - PURL pointing to another METS file 
Incoming Knowledge
We’ve already migrated some things to 
Fedora 4
Paged Media Project
✘ Musical scores from Variations 
migrated to Fedora 4 / Samvera
✘ Never in Fedora before
✘ Based on Plum from Princeton 
University (Hyrax software)
✘ Objects similar to many in IU’s 
Fedora 3
Grieg, Edvard, 1843-1907. Quartet, G minor, for 2 violins, viola and 
violoncello, op. 27. London ; New York : E. Eulenburg, 1900. p. 1. 
http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/variations/score/AAE0038 
Pages Online
✘ Uses IIIF Universal 
Viewer
✘ IIIF manifest file 
provides TOC info 
and More 
Information
✘ Based on Fedora 4 
object properties 
defined in RDF
Paged Media Project
✘ Descriptive metadata mapped from 
library catalog to RDF
○ MARCXML, comparable to 
mapping MODS to RDF
○ Not mapping all MARC fields, 
creating simple RDF statements
Custom Structural XML
<Item> (Whole Item)
<Chunk> 
(Page)
Hydra::Works Diagram. Sample PCDM Diagrams. Portland Common 
Data Model Wiki. https://github.com/duraspace/pcdm/wiki/Diagrams 
XML Mapped to PCDM
RDF Refresher
subject predicate object
fedora:object dc:title
“Quartett, G minor, for 2 
violins, viola, and 
violincello, op. 27”
<Item> (Whole Item)
<Chunk> 
(Page)
Hydra::Works Diagram. Sample PCDM Diagrams. Portland Common 
Data Model Wiki. https://github.com/duraspace/pcdm/wiki/Diagrams 
XML Mapped to PCDM
<Div> 
(TOC label)
Portland Common Data Model Wiki. 
https://github.com/duraspace/pcdm/wiki 
XML Mapped to PCDM
221,450 pages
That’s a lot of pages
1,222 items
And a lot of muscial scores
Fedora 4
✘ Simple RDF statements
✘ Verification that no objects are 
changed/corrupted
✘ Verification that all files associated 
with objects are present
Defining Migration Needs
Access & Management Web Apps
✘ Viewable items with structure
✘ All descriptive information editable
✘ Verification that all items in 
collection are present
Decisions to Make
✘ What will be access & management web apps for collections in 
Fedora 4?
✘ Should all XML files be migrated into RDF statements?
✘ Should PCDM be used for structure?
Access & Management Web Apps
XML Files
✘ Descriptive - MODS, DC, TEI, EAD, custom
○ RDF statements possible
○ Editing improved
○ Options for sharing / making data more meaningful (Linked 
Data)
○ Recommend keeping in Fedora 4 after migration
○ ✓
XML Files
✘ Structural - METS
○ Patterns identifiable
○ Maybe mappable to PCDM
○ Larger items ( > 400 pages) slow to migrate
○ Editing structure complicated
○ Not sure about keeping in Fedora 4 after migration
○ ?
XML Files
✘ Technical - MIX
○ Maybe useful for verification on migration
○ Identify RDF properties to gather for formats
○ Probably generate values again on migration
○ Recommend not keeping in Fedora 4 after migration
○ ✓
Up Next
METS Navigator - custom JS web app
Fedora 3 with METS
Library catalog records
Pages Online - Hyrax web app
Fedora 4 with RDF/PCDM
Further Analysis I’d Like to do
✘ For collection model combos with large numbers of objects, review 
larger samples of objects for accompanying metadata
✘ See if collection model combos can be grouped more by 
accompanying metadata
✘ Map MIX metadata to technical properties to store on Fedora 4 
objects
✘ Make more formal mapping for MODS XML to RDF for IU
✘ Try mapping identified METS models/types to new structure using 
PCDM and HydraWorks (considering Plum capabilities)
thanks!
Questions? Comments!
@jlhardes
jlhardes@iu.edu
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